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OUR
MISSION
By bringing better design, better 
engineering, and better products into 
the world, we can create a Uniform 
Revolution for the people with  
the toughest jobs out there.

Rosaliné, West Hollywood
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OUR STORY
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#UNIFORMREVOLUTION
We started in restaurants and cafes.  
And in the pursuit of creating the perfect 
restaurant experience, we saw that staff 
uniforms fell short of that perfect combination of 
functionality, quality, and price. So we set out to 
create better uniforms for the industry - uniforms 
that were designed with functionality in mind,  
at a price point that made sense.

UNIFORM REVOLUTION
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CHEF COATS
Designed to work for you- cooler, 
more lightweight, and breathable. 
Made with our specialty CrewTech 

fabric that’s hydrophobic and 
moisture wicking, it’ll keep sweat/
liquids out and keep you dry and 
cool. Soft but durable, our chef 

coats are a crew favorite.
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 Chef Keikurobe of Hinoki and the Bird CHEF COATS
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SLEEVE STORAGE POCKET 

Featuring our Chef Essential Bag

BREATHABLE MESH 
ON BOTH SIDE 

SWEAT-WICKING  
CREWTECH FABRIC

SNAP BUTTONS 

CHEF COATS

THE HIPSTER 
CREWTECH
The Hipster is crafted with CrewTech fabric 
that is 4 way-stretch, breathable and durable. 
The short sleeve jacket is finished with  
a traditional Mandarin collar and contrast 
material to hide any sweat marks, so you  
stay good looking all the time.

THE HIPSTER - WHITE
$129 USD

THE HIPSTER - BLACK
$129 USD
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T O P  C H E F

“I only wear Crew Apparel in the kitchen. The CrewTech fabric is super comfy  
in the hot kitchen. I love all the little details! From the apron tab at  

the collar to the cell phone pocket in the back, it’s stylish and practical.  
The best part is, it’s easy to care for. I just wash it and I never need to iron!  

This is the jacket for busy chefs who want to have it all”.

Ms Chi, Culver City

CHEF COATS

S H I R L E Y  C H U N G
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 Photo by Albert Law, Porkbellystudio



THE STEPHANY 
CREWTECH
Ladies, we heard your needs, and Stephany 
is here to answer. We designed this single-
breast chef jacket with one thing in mind:  
gotta keep the ladies looking good and  
feeling good while they cook.

THE STEPHANY - WHITE
$125 USD

THE STEPHANY - BLACK
$125 USD
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CHEF COATS
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SWEAT-WICKING  
CREWTECH FABRIC

BREATHABLE MESH  
ON BOTH SIDE

TAILORED 
FIT FOR THE 
LADIES

SLEEVE  
STORAGE 

POCKET 



THE HIPSTER
DENIM
The Hipster Denim is crafted with 
2-way stretch lightweight Chambray 
Denim inspired by streetwear.  
The short sleeve jacket is completed 
with a traditional Mandarin collar 
and contrast technical fabric to help 
with moisture management and also 
conceal sweat.

Convenient pockets to keep your tools nearby.
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CHEF COATS

THE HIPSTER DENIM
$109 USD
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THE STEPHANY 
DENIM
Tired of that Dim-Sum-Lady look 
alike chef coat? We got your back! 
We constructed the Stephany with 
a highly flexible and breathable 
denim fabric, which allows the 
jacket to contour to your body 
while still giving you the mobility. 
We also added technical mesh on 
the sides for maximum airflow. 
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THE STEPHANY DENIM
$105 USD

CHEF COATS
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Reinforced back storage pocket to keep 
yourphone out of the way.

“I wear these chef coats everyday! I feel so comfy to work all day in this chef coat! Also you 
know Italian style needs to be on point and I feel very stylish. It is difficult to go back on 
other chef jacket. I love everything about it!”                               
               - Top Chef Silvia Barban



ALL DAY 
SHIRTS

FIRST EVER Chef Shirts that are  
designed to be the only shirt you’ll need  

for a full day of activity. Made with CrewTech 
Light sweat-wicking fabric, it will keep you 
cool and dry from the gym to the kitchen. 
Just like your chef coat, the chef tee has 

utility pockets for keeping necessary items. 
The apron strap on the collar will keep your 

apron tied in place. This is the shirt  
you could wear all day.
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ALL DAY SHIRTS
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ALL DAY TEE - GREY
$45 USD

ALL DAY TEE - SAPPHIRE
$45 USD

ALL DAY TEE - BLACK
$45 USD

ALL DAY TEE - APLINE WHITE
$45 USD

ALL DAY SHIRTS
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ALL DAY TEE
Designed to move through your day effortlessly, our All Day Tee is made 
with our unique CrewTech Light blend. The moisture-wicking fabric will draw 
sweat to the surface and keep you going. The modern fit means it’ll look just 
as good at your gym as in your kitchen. We wanted to make a shirt that you 
could wear all day, everywhere and this is it.

Chef Stuart O’Keeffe, Food Nettwork



ALL DAY HENLEY
Designed and inspired by street fashion.  
We understand you want a shirt to move through 
your day effortlessly, our All Day Henley is made 
with our CrewTech Light blend. The moisture-
wicking fabric will draw sweat to the surface and 
keep you going. The modern fit means it’ll look 
just as good at your gym as in your kitchen. We 
wanted to make a shirt that you could wear all day, 
everywhere and this is it. This 3/4 sleeve is perfect 
for a chilly morning at the farmers market but will 
keep cool when it gets hot in the kitchen.

ALL DAY HENLEY - GREY
$49 USD

ALL DAY HENLEY - BLACK
$49 USD
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ALL DAY SHIRTS



APRONS
We didn’t redesign the apron, 

we just made them better.  
We sourced the best fabrics 
that we know will stand up 
to the job, added thoughtful 

details, and made sure it would 
last. We also made sure they 

were priced right.
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Bar Nine. Los Angeles APRONS
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“I’ve spent more of my life in an apron (been working in kitchens for 18 years) and this is by far  
the best I have ever worn. I can tell it has been designed by people who understand the functionality  
and importance of a good apron. You guys are making some amazing products.”   
                      - Michael, Mr Holmes Bakehouse
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APRONS
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THE HERRING APRON  
13oz SELVEDGE DENIM
$68 USD

TRI COLORE APRON  
11oz SELVEDGE DENIM
$68 USD

OLIVE GARDENER APRON  
8.5oz AMERICAN BRUSHED CANVAS
$62 USD

KA APRON 
8.5oz AMERICAN BRUSHED CANVAS
$62 USD

ASSC APRON  
7.9oz JAPANESE TWILL
$62 USD

PLUM AND WINE APRON  
7.9oz JAPANESE TWILL
$62 USD
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DOUCHI
CREWTECH FABRIC
$55 USD

GOLDEN GOOSE  
9.6oz JAPANESE DENIM
$62 USD

THE HERRING 2.0  
13oz SELVEDGE DENIM
$68 USD

STAR AND DARK NIGHT APRON  
11.75oz DENIM
$68 USD

CHRISTIAN SLATE APRON  
8.5oz AMERICAN BRUSHED CANVAS
$62 USD

OVERCAST SKY APRON  
9.6oz JAPANESE CANVAS
$62 USD

APRONS
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BISTROS
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BLACK HAWK BISTRO APRON 
9.0oz STRETCH DENIM
$50 USD

KA BISTRO APRON 
8.5oz AMERICAN BRUSHED CANVAS  
$48 USD

THE MAZE BISTRO APRON
13.5oz SELVEDGE DENIM
$55 USD

GOLDEN GOOSE BISTRO APRON
9.2oz WHITE OAK CONE DENIM
$50 USD

APRONS
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 The Boy and the Bear, Redondo Beach
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BLACK HAWK CROSSBACK APRON
9.0oz STRETCH DENIM
$85 USD

OLIVE GARDENER CROSSBACK APRON
8.5oz AMERICAN BRUSHED CANVAS
$85 USD

APRONS
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CROSSBACK



CUSTOMIZATION

STANDARD

APRON SIZE

POCKET COMBO

BISTRO

Your uniform should speak for both your personality and your business,  
which is why we created our personalization program. You can customize your apron  
with different fabrics, embroidery and pockets. Go further with custom color straps,  
hardwares and even stitching! Create the unique apron that fit your individual needs,  
we are here to help!
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TOP SIMPLE TOP SQUARE

BOTTOM TRIPLET TOWEL RING

TOP STANDARD TOP TWO LITTLE FRIENDS 1
2

3

STRAPS

Pick from our inventory - 
Like something from our 
stock program, you can 
order them and we will get 
them ship out within two 
business days! Embroidery 
option available. 

Standard Personalization -  
You like our designs,  
but want something different  
like changing the color of the 
strap, add an embroidery or 
even screen print your logo?  
Yes, we can do it!

Start from Zero - The most 
unique apron in the world 
belongs to you! Work with one  
of our designs to create 
something from scratch. 
Selecting from different fabrics, 
pockets, strap and hardwares to 
create a piece that is all about 
you and your brand!

BLACKNAVYIRON GREYMOCHA

FRENCH ROSENEUTRALDAISY WHITE GOLD

ROYALCRIMSONSCARLETTANGERINE
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BE PART OF OUR REVOLUTION



#UniformRevolut ion

CrewAppare lUSA in fo@crewappare l .ne t

www.crewappare l .ne t

1019 S . San ta  Fe  Ave , Los  Ange les  CA 90021

213-221-7139


